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Abstract

This document specifies how to represent Montgomery curves and
(twisted) Edwards curves as curves in short-Weierstrass form and
illustrates how this can be used to implement elliptic curve
computations using existing implementations that already implement,
e.g., ECDSA and ECDH using NIST prime curves.
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2119 [RFC2119].
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1. Fostering Code Reuse with New Elliptic Curves

It is well-known that elliptic curves can be represented using different curve models. Recently, IETF has standardized elliptic curves that are claimed to have better performance and improved robustness against "real world" attacks than curves represented in the traditional "short" Weierstrass model. This draft specifies an alternative representation of points on Curve25519, as specified in RFC 7748, and of points on Ed25519, as specified in RFC 8032, as points on a specific "short" Weierstrass curve, called Wei25519.

Use of Wei25519 allows easy definition of signature schemes and key agreement schemes already specified for traditional NIST prime curves, thereby allowing easy integration with existing
specifications, such as NIST SP 800-56a and FIPS Pub 186-4, and ANSI X9.63-2005, and fostering code reuse on platforms that already implement some of these schemes.

For details, we refer to the appendices.

2. Security Considerations

The different representations of elliptic curve points discussed in this draft are all obtained using a publicly known transformation. Since this transformation is an isomorphism, this transformation maps elliptic curve points to equivalent mathematical objects.

3. IANA Considerations

There is no IANA action required for this document.

4. Normative References

[ANSI-X9.62]

[FIPS-186-4]
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Appendix A. Some (non-Binary) Elliptic Curves

A.1. Curves in short-Weierstrass Form

Let GF(q) denote the finite field with q elements, where q is an odd prime power and where q is not divisible by three. Let W_{a,b} be the Weierstrass curve with defining equation y^2 = x^3 + a*x + b, where a and b are elements of GF(q) and where 4*a^3 + 27*b^2 is nonzero. The points of W_{a,b} are the ordered pairs (x, y) whose coordinates are elements of GF(q) and which satisfy the defining equation (the so-called affine points), together with the special point O (the so-called "point at infinity"). This set forms a group under addition, via the so-called "chord-and-tangent" rule, where the point at infinity serves as the identity element. See Appendix B.1 for details of the group operation.

A.2. Montgomery Curves

Let GF(q) denote the finite field with q elements, where q is an odd prime power. Let M_{A,B} be the Montgomery curve with defining equation B*v^2 = u^3 + A*u^2 + u, where A and B are elements of GF(q) with A unequal to (+/-)2 and with B nonzero. The points of M_{A,B} are the ordered pairs (u, v) whose coordinates are elements of GF(q) and which satisfy the defining equation (the so-called affine points), together with the special point O (the so-called "point at infinity"). This set forms a group under addition, via the so-called "chord-and-tangent" rule, where the point at infinity serves as the identity element. See Appendix B.2 for details of the group operation.

A.3. Twisted Edwards Curves

Let GF(q) denote the finite field with q elements, where q is an odd prime power. Let E_{a,d} be the twisted Edwards curve with defining equation a*x^2 + y^2 = 1 + d*x*y, where a and d are distinct nonzero elements of GF(q). The points of E_{a,d} are the ordered pairs (x, y) whose coordinates are elements of GF(q) and which satisfy the
defining equation (the so-called affine points). It can be shown
that this set forms a group under addition if a is a square in GF(q),
whereas d is not, where the point (0, 1) serves as the identity
element. (Note that the identity element satisfies the defining
equation.) See Appendix B.3 for details of the group operation. An
Edwards curve is a twisted Edwards curve with a=1.

Appendix B. Elliptic Curve Group Operations

B.1. Group Law for Weierstrass Curves

For each point P on the Weierstrass curve W_{a,b}, the point at
infinity O serves as identity element, i.e., P + O = O + P = P.

For each point P:=(x, y) on the Weierstrass curve W_{a,b}, the point
-P is the point (x, -y) and one has P + (-P) = O.

Let P1:=(x1, y1) and P2:=(x2, y2) be distinct points on the
Weierstrass curve W(a,b) and let Q:=P1 + P2, where Q is not the
identity element. Then Q:=(x, y), where

\[ x + x_1 + x_2 = \lambda^2 \text{ and } y + y_1 = \lambda(x_1 - x), \]
where \( \lambda = (y_2 - y_1)/(x_2 - x_1). \)

Let P:=(x1, y1) be a point on the Weierstrass curve W_{a,b} and let
Q:=2P, where Q is not the identity element. Then Q:=(x, y), where

\[ x + 2x_1 = \lambda^2 \text{ and } y + y_1 = \lambda(x_1 - x), \]
where \( \lambda=(3x_1^2 + a)/(2y_1). \)

B.2. Group Law for Montgomery Curves

For each point P on the Montgomery curve M_{A,B}, the point at
infinity O serves as identity element, i.e., P + O = O + P = P.

For each point P:=(x, y) on the Montgomery curve M_{A,B}, the point
-P is the point (x, -y) and one has P + (-P) = O.

Let P1:=(x1, y1) and P2:=(x2, y2) be distinct points on the
Montgomery curve M_{A,B} and let Q:=P1 + P2, where Q is not the
identity element. Then Q:=(x, y), where

\[ x + x_1 + x_2 = B^2\lambda^2 - A \text{ and } y + y_1 = \lambda(x_1 - x), \]
where \( \lambda=(y_2 - y_1)/(x_2 - x_1). \)

Let P:=(x1, y1) be a point on the Montgomery curve M_{A,B} and let
Q:=2P, where Q is not the identity element. Then Q:=(x, y), where
B.3. Group Law for Twisted Edwards Curves

Note: The group laws below hold for twisted Edwards curves $E_{a,d}$ where $a$ is a square in $\text{GF}(q)$, whereas $d$ is not. In this case, the addition formula below are defined for each pair of points, without exceptions. Generalizations of this group law to other twisted Edwards curves are out of scope.

For each point $P$ on the twisted Edwards curve $E_{a,d}$, the point $O=(0,1)$ serves as identity element, i.e., $P + O = O + P = P$.

For each point $P:=(x, y)$ on the twisted Edwards curve $E_{a,d}$, the point $-P$ is the point $(-x, y)$ and one has $P + (-P) = O$.

Let $P_1:=(x_1, y_1)$ and $P_2:=(x_2, y_2)$ be points on the twisted Edwards curve $E_{a,d}$ and let $Q:=P_1 + P_2$. Then $Q:=(x, y)$, where

\[
x = \frac{(x_1*y_2 + x_2*y_1)}{(1 + d*x_1*x_2*y_1*y_2)} \quad \text{and} \quad y = \frac{(y_1*y_2 - a*x_1*x_2)}{(1 - d*x_1*x_2*y_1*y_2)}.
\]

Let $P:=(x_1, y_1)$ be a point on the twisted Edwards curve $E_{a,d}$ and let $Q:=2P$. Then $Q:=(x, y)$, where

\[
x = \frac{(2*x_1*y_1)}{(1 + d*x_1^2*y_1^2)} \quad \text{and} \quad y = \frac{(y_1^2 - a*x_1^2)}{(1 - d*x_1^2*y_1^2)}.
\]

Appendix C. Relationship Between Curve Models

The non-binary curves specified in Appendix A are expressed in different curve models, viz. as curves in short-Weierstrass form, as Montgomery curves, or as twisted Edwards curves. These curve models are related, as follows.

C.1. Mapping between twisted Edwards Curves and Montgomery Curves

One can map points of the Montgomery curve $M_{A,B}$ to points of the twisted Edwards curve $E_{a,d}$, where $a:=(A+2)/B$ and $d:=(A-2)/B$ and, conversely, map points of the twisted Edwards curve $E_{a,d}$ to points of the Montgomery curve $M_{A,B}$, where $A:=2(a+d)/(a-d)$ and where $B:=4/(a-d)$. For twisted Edwards curves we consider (i.e., those where $a$ is a square in $\text{GF}(q)$, whereas $d$ is not), this defines a one-to-one correspondence, which - in fact - is an isomorphism between $M_{A,B}$ and $E_{a,d}$, thereby showing that, e.g., the discrete logarithm problem in either curve model is equally hard.
For the Montgomery curves and twisted Edwards curves we consider, the mapping from $M_{A,B}$ to $E_{a,d}$ is defined by mapping the point at infinity $O$ and the point $(0, 0)$ of order two on $M_{A,B}$ to, respectively, the point $(0, 1)$ and the point $(0, -1)$ of order two of $E_{a,d}$, while mapping each other point $(u, v)$ on $M_{A,B}$ to the point $(x, y) := (u/v, (u-1)/(u+1))$ on $E_{a,d}$. The inverse mapping from $E_{a,d}$ to $M_{A,B}$ is defined by mapping the point $(0, 1)$ and the point $(0, -1)$ of order two of $E_{a,d}$ to, respectively, the point at infinity $O$ and the point $(0, 0)$ of order two on $M_{A,B}$, while each other point $(x, y)$ of $E_{a,d}$ is mapped to the point $(u, v) := ((1+y)/(1-y), (1+y)/((1-y)x))$ of $M_{A,B}$.

Implementations may take advantage of this mapping to carry out elliptic curve group operations originally defined for a twisted Edwards curve on the corresponding Montgomery curve, or vice-versa, and translating the result back to the original curve, thereby potentially allowing code reuse.

C.2. Mapping between Montgomery Curves and Weierstrass Curves

One can map points on the Montgomery curve $M_{A,B}$ to points on the Weierstrass curve $W_{a,b}$, where $a := (3-A^2)/(3*B^2)$ and $b := (2*A^3-9*A)/(27*B^3)$. This defines a one-to-one correspondence, which - in fact - is an isomorphism between $M_{A,B}$ and $W_{a,b}$, thereby showing that, e.g., the discrete logarithm problem in either curve model is equally hard.

The mapping from $M_{A,B}$ to $W_{a,b}$ is defined by mapping the point at infinity $O$ on $M_{A,B}$ to the point at infinity $O$ on $W_{a,b}$, while mapping each other point $(u, v)$ of $M_{A,B}$ to the point $(x, y) := (u/B+A/3B, v/B)$ of $W_{a,b}$. Note that not all Weierstrass curves can be injectively mapped to Montgomery curves, since the latter have a point of order two and the former may not. In particular, if a Weierstrass curve has prime order, such as is the case with the so-called "NIST curves", this inverse mapping is not defined.

This mapping can be used to implement elliptic curve group operations originally defined for a twisted Edwards curve or for a Montgomery curve using group operations on the corresponding elliptic curve in short-Weierstrass form and translating the result back to the original curve, thereby potentially allowing code reuse. Note that implementations for elliptic curves with short-Weierstrass form that hard-code the domain parameter $a$ to $a = -3$ (which value is known to allow more efficient implementations) cannot always be used this way, since the curve $W_{a,b}$ may not always be expressed in terms of a Weierstrass curve with $a = -3$ via a coordinate transformation.
C.3. Mapping between twisted Edwards Curves and Weierstrass Curves

One can map points of the twisted Edwards curve $E_{a,d}$ to points of the Weierstrass curve $W_{a,b}$, via function composition, where one uses the isomorphic mapping between twisted Edwards curve and Montgomery curves of Appendix C.1 and the one between Montgomery and Weierstrass curves of Appendix C.2. Obviously, one can use function composition (now using the respective inverses) to realize the inverse of this mapping.

Appendix D. Curve25519 and Cousins

D.1. Curve Definition and Alternative Representations

The elliptic curve Curve25519 is the Montgomery curve $M_{A,B}$ defined over the prime field $GF(p)$, with $p := 2^{255} - 19$, where $A := 486662$ and $B := 1$. This curve has order $h \cdot n$, where $h = 8$ and where $n$ is a prime number. For this curve, $A^2 - 4$ is not a square in $GF(p)$, whereas $A + 2$ is. The quadratic twist of this curve has order $h_1 \cdot n_1$, where $h_1 = 4$ and where $n_1$ is a prime number. For this curve, the base point is defined to be the ordered pair $(G_u, G_v)$ of elements of $GF(p)$, where $Gu = 9$ and where $G_v$ is an odd integer in the interval $[0, p-1]$.

This curve has the same group structure as (is "isomorphic" to) the twisted Edwards curve $E_{a,d}$ defined over $GF(p)$, with as base point the ordered pair $(G_x, G_y)$ of elements of $GF(p)$, where parameters are as specified in Appendix D.3. This curve is denoted as Ed25519. For this curve, the parameter $a$ is a square in $GF(p)$, whereas $d$ is not, so the group laws of Appendix B.3 apply.

The curve is also isomorphic to the elliptic curve $W_{a,b}$ in short-Weierstrass form defined over $GF(p)$, with as base point the ordered pair $(G'_x, G'_y)$ of elements, where parameters are as specified in Appendix D.3. This curve is denoted as Wei25519.

D.2. Switching between Alternative Representations

Each point $(u,v)$ of Curve25519 corresponds to the point $(x,y) := (u + A/3, y)$ of Wei25519, while the point at infinity of Curve25519 corresponds to the point at infinity of Wei25519. (Here, we used the mapping of Appendix C.2.) Under this mapping, the base point $(G_u, G_v)$ of Curve25519 corresponds to the base point $(G'_x, G'_y)$ of Wei25519. The inverse mapping maps the point $(x,y)$ on Wei25519 to $(u,v) := (x - A/3, y)$ on Curve25519, while mapping the point at infinity of Wei25519 to the point at infinity on Curve25519. Note that this mapping involves a simple shift of the first coordinate and can be implemented via integer-only arithmetic as a shift of $(p + A)/3$ for the
isomorphic mapping and a shift of -(p+A)/3 for its inverse, where delta=(p+A)/3 is the element of GF(p) defined by

delta  19298681539552699272618308347813179755499744273427339909597334652188435537

(=0x2aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaad2451)

The curve Ed25519 is isomorphic to the curve Curve25519, where the base point (Gu,Gv) of Curve25519 corresponds to the base point (Gx,Gy) of Ed25519 and where the point at infinity and the point (0,0) of order two of Curve25519 correspond to, respectively, the point (0, 1) and the point (0, -1) of order two of Ed25519 and where each other point (u, v) of Curve25519 corresponds to the point (c*u/v, (u-1)/(u+1)) of Ed25519, where c is the element of GF(p) defined by
c  sqrt(-(A+2))

5104256939916053613026135233146329284152202253034631822681833788
666877215207

(=0x70d9120b 9f5ff944 2d84f723 fc03b081 3a5e2c2e b482e57d3391fb55 00ba81e7)

(Here, we used the mapping of Appendix C.1.) The inverse mapping from Ed25519 to Curve25519 is defined by mapping the point (0, 1) and the point (0, -1) of order two of Ed25519 to, respectively, the point at infinity and the point (0,0) of order two of Curve25519 and having each other point (x, y) of Ed25519 correspond to the point ((1 + y)/(1 - y), c(1 + y)/((1-y)x)).

The curve Ed25519 is isomorphic to the Weierstrass curve Wei25519, where the base point (Gx,Gy) of Ed25519 corresponds to the base point (Gx',Gy') of Wei25519 and where the identity element (0,1) and the point (0,-1) of order two of Ed25519 correspond to, respectively, the point at infinity O and the point (A/3, 0) of order two of Wei25519 and where each other point (x, y) of Ed25519 corresponds to the point (x', y'):=((1+y)/(1-y)+A/3, c(1+y)/((1-y)*x)) of Wei25519, where c was defined before. (Here, we used the mapping of Appendix C.3.) The inverse mapping from Wei25519 to Ed25519 is defined by mapping the point at infinity O and the point (A/3, 0) of order two of Wei25519 to, respectively, the identity element (0,1) and the point (0,-1)) of order two of Ed25519 and having each other point (x, y) of Wei25519 correspond to the point (c*(3*x+A)/(3*y), (x+A-3)/(x+A+3)).
Note that these mappings can be easily realized in projective coordinates, using a few field multiplications only, thus allowing switching between alternative representations with negligible relative incremental cost.

D.3. Domain Parameters

The parameters of the Montgomery curve and the corresponding isomorphic curves in twisted Edwards curve and short-Weierstrass form are as indicated below. Here, the domain parameters of Curve25519 and Ed25519 are as specified in RFC 7748; the domain parameters of Wei25519 are "new".

General parameters:

\[ p = 2^{255}-19 \]
\[ h = 8 \]
\[ n = \frac{2^{252} + 0x14def9de a2f79cd6 5812631a 5cf5d3ed}{2^{253} - 0x29bdf3bd 45ef39ac b024c634 b9eba7e3} \]

Montgomery curve-specific parameters:

\[ A = 486662 \]
\[ B = 1 \]
\[ Gu = 9 (=0x9) \]
\[ Gv = \frac{14781619447589544791020593568409986887264606134616475288964881837}{755586237401} \]
\[ (=0x20ae19a1 b8a086b4 e01edd2c 7748d14c 923d4d7e 6d7c61b2 29e9c5a2 7eced3d9) \]
Twisted Edwards curve-specific parameters:

a  -1 (-0x01)

d  -121665/121666

(=37095705934669439343138083508754561895421138798432190163887855
  33085940283555)

(=0x52036cee 2b6ffe73 8cc74079 7779e898 00700a4d 4141d8ab
  75eb4dca 135978a3)

Gx  15112221349535400772501151409588531511454012693041857206046113283
  949847762202

(=0x216936d3 cd6e53fe c0a4e231 fdd6dc5c 692cc760 9525a7b2
  c9562d60 8f25d51a)

Gy  4/5

(=463168356949264781694283940034751631413079938662562256157830336
  03165251855960)

(=0x66666666 66666666 66666666 66666666 66666666 66666666
  66666666 66666658)

Weierstrass curve-specific parameters:

a  1929868153955269923726183083478131797554499744273427339909597334
  573241639236

(=0x2aaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaa
  aaaaaaaaa98 491a144)

b  55751746666981890890764528907825140818241103727901012315294400837
  956729358436

(=0x7b425ed0 97b425ed 097b425e d097b425 ed097b42 5ed097b4
  260b5e9c 7710c864)

Gx’  1929868153955269923726183083478131797554499744273427339909597334
  652188435546

(=0x2aaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaa
  aaaaaaaaa aaad245a)

Gy’  14781619447589544791020593568409986887264606134616475288964881837
  755586237401
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